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Ágrip 
Þessi rannsókn miðar að því að öðlast betri skilning fyrir þörfina á lögregluhundum á Íslandi. 

Það eru tiltölulega fáir lögregluhundar í notkun á Íslandi og er því gott svigrúm til betrumbóta 

á þeim vettvangi.  

 Á landsbyggðinni, þar sem oft er langt á milli lögreglustöðva, er ekki óalgengt að mjög 

undirmannað sé í lögregluliðinu og langt getur verið í næstu aðstoð geta hinir almennu 

löggæsluhundar (e. General Purpose/General Duty Canine) skipt sköpum og komið inn í 

myndina sem gríðarleg hjálp og aðstoð við samfélagið í heild. Ekki einungis í löggæslu, heldur 

einnig við leit og björgun. Þá ber einnig að hafa í huga sálræn áhrif þess að hafa félaga á 

vaktinni sem hægt er að ræða við um þá fjölmörgu mannlegu harmleiki sem lögreglumenn sjá 

í sínu starfi og geta ekki rætt við sína nánustu þegar heim er komið. 

 Eins og sést hefur á Austurlandi getur einn hundur aukið málafjölda embættis svo um 

munar, sé rétt haldið á spöðunum. 

  Öryggið sem fylgir því að hafa þessa almennu lögregluhunda á vöktum þar sem langt 

er í næstu aðstoð er einnig gríðarlega mikilvægt fyrir lögreglumenn víðsvegar um landið. 

Margt er þó umhugsunarvert sem snýr að þessu verkefni og þarf að hugsa um allt frá 

stöðuveitingum, búnaðarmálum embætta, þar með talið útbúnaði lögreglubifreiða og allt upp 

í auknar launagreiðslur til þeirra lögregluþjóna sem veljast í verkefnið. 
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Abstract 

This thesis that has been conducted is to better understand the need for canine dogs in Iceland. 

Only a handful of canines are operational in the country at the moment and could easily be 

increased.  

 Out in the rural areas of the island there is quite the distance between manned police 

stations and help might take a while to get to officers that are, unfortunately, sometimes alone 

on duty. In those cases, General Purpose police canine dogs could increase the security of 

those officers, along with being a partner to the officers. Policing seems to come down to 

funding problems, and within one General Purpose police dog it is possible to have many skill 

sets that would be an asset to that particular police officer, and the police district.  

 The police dogs could also be a big help in search and rescue operations, since they 

can be brilliant at tracking both people and objects, depending on their training.  

 Funding wise this option might be feasible to the police districts, since the cost of the 

dogs can be non significant, apart from training and starting costs.  

All in all, it was agreed that more usage of police dogs would be a feasible option for the 

Icelandic police departments and should be sought out to put together good, solid teams to 

deal with the matters. 

. 
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Ég vil tileinka ritgerðina öllum ferfættu félögum okkar  

sem standa vaktina með okkur. 
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Formáli 
Vinnuhundar eru heillandi verkfæri í öll þau mál sem þeir nýtast í. Það að fylgjast með 

fíkniefnahundi vinna sína vinnu, eða snjóflóðaleitarhundi eru hrein forréttindi. Á 

landsbyggðinni er oft fámennt á vöktum lögreglu og langt getur verið í næstu aðstoð, þá sér í 

lagi þegar veður eru válynd. Í þeim aðstæðum hef ég haft þá trú að vinnuhundar lögreglu geti 

verið góð viðbót, bæði í baráttunni við fíkniefnaheiminn, sem og sem valdbeytingar og leitar 

tæki. Þá tel ég of lítið gert í að þjálfa góðar skepnur upp í kvíðahjálp fyrir þá sem á því þurfa 

að halda.  

 Sérstakar þakkir fá Ingimar Ólafsson Waage, Sigríður Kristjana Ingimarsdóttir, 

Steinar Gunnarsson, viðmælendur mínir og Andrew Paul Hill, fyrir prófarkalestur og 

ómetanlega aðstoð.  
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1 Introduction – the working dog 
The dog is, and will most likely forever be, man's best friend (Boyko, 2011). All over the 

world, dogs live amongst us, in the streets and with their owners (Klinghammer, 2002). It has 

even been said throughout the years that the only thing in this world that loves you more than 

it loves itself are these furry four-legged friends of ours. 

         The dogs that we have come to know have evolved from wolves, which gives them, 

even our domestic pets, a state of high alertness that helps them inform us to even the smallest 

things (Gerittsen, 2013). Everyone has heard the neighbour's dog bark, heard about dogs that 

wake up their owners if something is wrong, and countless other examples can be told. 

         In 1859 Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species, where it was revealed how 

natural selection contrasts with examples of artificial selection (Gerittsen, 2013, p. 39). 

Throughout the years man has tried to perfect the dog breeds to gain specific abilities from the 

dogs, with the aim to use each breed to its full potential. For example, the Schnauzer was bred 

to protect the barn, hunt rats and mice, and alert us if unknown visitors were around. The 

strongly built German Shepherd was bred to protect and serve their owners, and used to herd 

sheep and protect the flock from predators. The Bloodhound was bred especially for tracking 

with its near-perfect nose. If we look to nature, it is clear that breeds have no borders; the 

survival of the fittest comes into play; stamina, strength, size and the ability to survive. Every 

species has its strengths; the wolf has different hunting abilities than the fox, and other breeds 

may pick up scent easier than the next one. All of this is something that has been considered 

when breeding these dogs throughout the centuries. A dog breed that can be seen today, e.g. 

like the Doberman, is not the same as some years ago. 

The German Shepherd has changed significantly; the Schnauzer has been developed into three 

different types with entirely different characteristics. First, the standard which is the original, 

then the miniature, and finally the giant. 

         A lot of training and domestication has gone into training wolves to become what we 

know to be dogs today. Somewhere along the years of evolution, someone realized that these 

creatures could be beneficial to humans. It appears that the same thing happened with wolves, 

accepting that humans could be beneficial to them. Working dogs have proven their worth 
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and value in support of humans throughout history. Examples include tracking objects, 

herding sheep and other livestock, protecting homes, and providing personal support for 

visually impaired people. An excellent example from a mid-13th-century Chinese scroll 

painting depicts a blind man holding a leash in his left hand, while having the white cane in 

the other (Fishman, 2003). The seeing-eye dog has been a part of European culture for many 

centuries. If we look to the Swiss Alps, we can see that the St Bernard's dogs have been vital 

in search and rescue missions (Wilding, 2002). Today there are stress relief dogs and service 

dogs for almost every situation; seeing-eye dogs, personal protection dogs, guard dogs, police 

canine and the everlasting sheepdogs. Dogs that tend to be popular as seeing-eye dogs are for 

instance Labradors whereas the Border Collie is praised for its speed, stamina, brains and 

herding abilities (Yount, Olmert & Lee, 2012). 

         The historical relationship between dogs and humans in urban Iceland has been 

complicated. Icelanders appear to have not enjoyed the same mutually beneficial relationship 

with dogs that can be seen across Scandinavia and Europe. Many seem ignorant towards the 

benefits and abilities of dogs and dog culture. While it may be an overgeneralization, Iceland 

appears to be at least a few decades behind our neighbouring countries in regards to dog 

culture. Summerhouse villages sometimes even have signs banning dogs in the area, even on 

a lead, and quite a few camp grounds do not allow people to bring their dogs on the family 

holiday. The situation has improved in recent times, but it is important to remember that 

ownership of dogs was not allowed in Reykjavík until 2006. However, the legislation was 

changed in 1984 so that people could apply for a permit to have a dog (Martha Elena Laxdal, 

2014). In the neighbouring countries, it is quite common to see dogs as an integral part of 

society. It is common to see dogs in malls, on airplanes and public transport. However 

recently, owners were allowed to take dogs on public buses in Reykjavík (Strætó, 2018), and 

it was in 2020 that one of the biggest shopping centres in the capital area allowed dogs to 

enter, but only on Sundays. The rules in that particular shopping centre are simple: you are 

expected to be able to pick the dog up and hold it, encouraging dog culture by allowing small 

dogs to accompany their owners. However, it can be argued that a 40 kg German Shepherd 

dog can easily be picked up and will most likely be on better behaviour compared with the 

smaller breeds. Generally, it is more likely that a big dog is better trained than a small dog, 

especially since it is easy to pick the smaller dogs up and just allow them to misbehave. This 

all also plays into the stereotypes that a Border Collie that barks gets a different look from the 
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public than if a German Shepherd voices its concern about something with a bark (Maríanna 

Lind Margeirsdóttir, 2021). 

 

1.1 Aim of the study and research questions 
This study aims to explore the actual, and possible, uses of law enforcement dogs across 

Iceland. The specific questions that this study seeks to answer are: 

  

• How does a police dog affect the police dog handler's self-esteem, and can the dog 

increase the self-confidence of police officers? 

• How do general-purpose police dogs improve the effectiveness and security of police 

officers in remote areas and does it improve the performance of the officers and or 

their districts? 

• What is the liability and/or responsibility of the handler and the police district? 

 

Data was collected in nine semi-structured and in-depth interviews. All interviewees were 

with serving, or recently retired, law enforcement dog handlers, or dog trainers from across 

Iceland. The method of data collection and data analysis are discussed in Chapter Three 

below. 

         The next chapter of this thesis is a systematic review of the current literature 

concerning law enforcement dogs in both national and international context.  
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2 Literature Review 
In this chapter, the literature used will be introduced, the usefulness of working dogs will be 

emphasized, and vicarious liability will be explained. 

 

2.1 Previous research 
Working dogs can be fascinating and are being used all over the world to their full potential. 

The literature concerning such dogs is lacking, and there are gaps within it, especially when 

we look at Iceland. There is only one thesis that has been carried out in Iceland about police 

dogs, and that was completed by Agnes Klara Ben Jónsdóttir in 2020. Her thesis covered 

single purpose canines and consequently there is no literature available about general purpose 

police dogs in Iceland, nor any concrete evidence that leads us towards the need to have the 

general-purpose police dog. Due to this simple fact, this thesis is vital in order to improve the 

policing community, and to start the conversation about the use of general-purpose police 

dogs. 

         It is worth noting that the police are generally not a very well supported organization, 

with respect to funding (Kristín Ýr Gunnarsdóttir, 2019). Therefore, this research opens up 

the discussion about the necessary funding of general duty police dogs, especially in the 

countryside, as the funding is generally not sufficient enough to have two or more people on 

duty at a time. 

 

2.2 Vicarious liability 
In January 2017 a committee was formed in Reykjavík that oversaw the work methods of 

police officers (Nefnd um eftirlit með lögreglu, e.d.). This was due to the fact that police 

officers are very often held personally responsible for something that happens because they 

are out on duty, doing their job. For instance a police officer was personally accused and 

taken to court for an incident that occurred during an arrest when the subject was injured 

while in a struggle with the officer on the way into the police cruiser (Jóhann Bjarni 
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Kolbeinsson, 2019). While the surveillance of the methods used by police officers are 

essential, vicarious liability needs to be scrutinized before the details about the working dog 

and the general duty canine are outlined. 

         Vicarious liability is something that needs to be looked at when it comes to police 

dogs in Iceland. As mentioned before, police officers are personally being sued for something 

they do on duty, instead of the police unit they work for. In April of 2019 a police officer in 

the capital area was found guilty of all charges for injuring a suspect during arrest. A decision 

by the capital police and the Ministry of Justice was made in this case that vicarious liability 

should be applied, and the fine was paid by the police and Ministry of Justice. However, the 

officer was still allowed to continue working for the police department (Morgunblaðið, 2019). 

A similar case took place near Selfoss in May of 2018. A police officer was sued personally 

for the injuries to a subject that was fleeing from the police. Eventually the officer was found 

not guilty, but the question remains; why he was personally being sued. Why not the 

jurisdiction or the respective police chief (Morgunblaðið, 2019)? These incidents open up the 

question of what would happen to a police officer which would allow a K9 to act to the extent 

of its abilities, resulting in injuries of the suspect.  

A Canine, or K9 for short, is for the purpose of this thesis a police dog, both single- and 

multi- purpose. 

         According to the 14th  article of Icelandic police law (Lögreglulög 90/1996) it says that 

the use of force is lawful for a police officer, but should never be more than necessary at any 

given moment of time (Alþingi, 1996). This begs the question about what could happen to 

officers if they ever use the K9 that they have on duty. While it may be appropriate to use the 

dog, such incidents can be recorded by citizens and eventually edited and posted on social 

media for the purpose of spreading disrespect and confusion, regarding the integrity of the 

police force. Such incidents can lead to the incrimination of police officers, making them 

personally responsible, and result in them losing their reputation, jobs, paying fines and/or do 

time in prison. A discussion needs to take place about the human rights of officers in Iceland, 

but vicarious liability is a subject for a whole new area of research and will not be discussed 

further in this thesis. 
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2.3 Responsibility of K9 handlers 
The responsibilities of the dog handlers are to care for the dogs and make sure that they are 

prepared for the tasks that they must be able to perform at any given time. The performance of 

the dogs is critical for them to successfully solve the issues handed to them. For example a 

sniffer dog that does not have the drive to search or a general duty canine that licks the 

victims instead of apprehending them would be useless, obviously. That is why it is of the 

utmost importance that the team (dog and handler) are ready for the challenges that they may 

face while on duty. 

         When considering the skills of general-purpose dogs, the dogs need to know whether 

they are focusing on bite training, tracking, or search and rescue (or whatever it is that the 

dogs are supposed to do). 

         Training is of high importance for giving police officers clarity and certainty that they 

will conduct their duties appropriately. This means that the dogs and officers will need to be 

in an excellent position in regard to working appropriately together, and therefore officers that 

are chosen to have dogs as partners, need to be chosen carefully and be extremely efficient 

and enthusiastic about what they do. On that account, it must be said that more active officers 

may be better suited for the canine teams in order to keep up the enthusiasm that is necessary. 

 

2.4 Working dogs and the public 
History has shown us that if the public is against something, even if it is only a small but loud 

portion of the population, then they can draw the attention of politicians and possibly even 

influence them to change their minds. Politicians have, amongst others, also helped such 

small groups, and have in some instances, added their weight to the cause that the groups 

were fighting for in the first place (Sunna Kristín Hilmarsdóttir, 2020). 

         There are quite a few instances where dogs are necessary and important to police 

officers and personnel but if, for example, they use the dog to bite a child, it is highly doubtful 

that the community, especially the online community, will be able to accept that outcome. 

However, we can consider the use of police dogs as a non-lethal form of policing as the 

survival expectations of a child are far likelier if a dog bites the child, rather than if an officer 

shoots the child with a hollow point bullet. Juvenile offenders and K9s will be discussed later 

in this theses along with other lethal and less lethal options.  
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         Luckily and thankfully, we do not have records of any school shootings in Iceland. 

However, it is not something we cannot completely rule out from ever happening. The world 

is changing and sadly there have been countless school shootings especially in the Western 

world. To counter this development the government in, for example Detroit, has hired gun 

and explosive sniffing dogs to protect students and staff (Wisely, 2019).   

 

2.5 Dogs and juvenile offenders 
The year 2020 was a learning curve for the entire world. We all learned to watch out for 

ourselves in retrospect to the coronavirus (Fernandes, 2020), but an extremely tragic accident 

happened in a small town in the capital area in Iceland where a child was killed by a gunshot 

(Jóhann Bjarni Kolbeinsson, 2020a). Whether a self-inflicted gunshot wound was at play, or if 

the incident involved two children playing with a loaded gun, will be left unsaid, but if a child 

can self-inflict or was able to play with a loaded gun, it is theoretically obvious that the same 

child could use the same gun in a school or elsewhere, resulting in atrocities for innocent 

citizens. Being bullied at school can have serious consequences, and the school shootings in 

the United States show clearly how they can also lead to personal tragedies, such as in a case 

in 2011 when an 11 year old child committed suicide as a result of being bullied at school 

(Ragna Gestsdóttir, 2018). Childrens' access to guns can obviously end tragically, although it 

is considered extremely unlikely in Iceland that a gunman would enter a school. However, 

knife attacks have become more prevalent today and are unfortunately heard of far too often. 

In May 2020 there were three knife attacks carried out by juveniles in Kópavogur within one 

week (Alma Ómarsdóttir, 2020). In 2018 the police intervened in the action of a minor that 

threatened violence against its school siblings.  

Such circumstances can be managed in the capital area where there is the Strategic 

Response Unit (SRU – Icelandic: sérsveit ríkislögreglustjóra). If you live out in the 

countryside however, it might be too long until SRU is able to get there, and therefore local 

law enforcement might need to intervene. However, using lethal force is not necessarily 

always the best course of action. If the subject is not armed with a gun, it might be a feasible 

option to talk about things and use the police dog (Terrill & Paoline, 2012). No matter how a 

hypothetical child is armed, a child is a child. The role of the police should never be zero 

tolerance and in many instances a conversation should be considered more feasible than 

violence (Punch, 2007). It is clear that the survival expectations from a 9mm hollow point 
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bullet are far less than after a bite of a K9, and the general purpose K9 is perfect for exactly 

these reasons. If we look at gun related injuries in Iceland, our situation is probably the best in 

the world, per capita. Ergo, knife related injuries are more likely to be a threat in an Icelandic 

school. Let us imagine a situation where a child brings a knife to a school where there is a 

long distance for the SRU to go, for example places like Þórshöfn, Raufarhöfn, even 

Sauðárkrókur, and especially during bad weather. Under such circumstances the local police 

is in a rather helpless situation: The options might be using pepper spray and a baton, a pistol 

with a hollow point bullet or a police dog. The dog can move very fast and precisely, for 

example, a German Shepherd can easily reach 30 km per hour, and up to 48 km per hour 

(Anything German Shepherd, e.d.). Its weight is somewhere around 40 kg and there is no 

child, and extremely few adults, who can stand upright if a dog attacks them at full speed with 

all its might. By using the dog, we lessen the likelihood of the child being blinded with pepper 

spray and sleighing everyone blindly around them causing more damage. We also lessen the 

risk of harming the subject by not shooting them since, for obvious reasons, a dog bite is less 

of a problem than a gunshot wound. Hence, by using the police dog we might be able to save 

at least one life. There is definitely danger associated with the dog, but the less lethal use of 

the dog must be considered to be better than a hollow point bullet, which will be explained in 

a short moment. In addition, if there is a child that manages to stab someone and run away, 

we can use the dog yet again. General purpose K9 dogs can be trained in general detection. 

That means that we can use the dog again to track down the weapon, or the subject in 

question. All of this speeds up the police investigation and helps secure the subject (ACPO, 

2002).  

            Regarding the hollow point bullets: There is no other bullet that has the same effect as 

a hollow point bullet. When the bullet hits a soft target (a body) the bullet has an increase in 

pit forces that forces the bullet to increase outwards and increase in diameter (Hooberg, 

2019). In general terms, the bullet mushrooms out of its cylinder. The central nervous system 

becomes paralyzed so fast that there is little chance of survival. The aim of shooting someone 

or something is to paralyse the center nerve system in order to kill the prey as quickly and 

painlessly as possible. That means that saving a life is almost impossible with a bullet, 

whereas it is far more likely to save a life after a less lethal option is used.  

            While dogs can be of great assistance, their bites can be serious. When a dog attacks 

and bites, it hurts, especially if the victim fights back. When Peter C. Meade (2006) was 

researching the difference between domestic dog bites and police K9 dog bites he found that 
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police K9 dog bites are often more serious than domestic dog bites. The reason being that 

domestic dogs usually only bite once. That can be explained due to the fact that when 

domestic dogs bite, they are usually in a situation where they feel unsafe and bite as a final 

warning, but are yet capable of going even further, if stuck in a rut. But usually people back 

off immediately after the one bite. However, the police dogs are trained to do a job, therefore 

they are trying their best to take down a subject. That means that if the dog does not get a 

good bite in the first try, and the victim continues fighting back, the dog might need to bite 

multiple times or even in various locations of the body, depending on what areas it is able to 

bite and hold (Meade, 2006). While accompanying injuries of using the K9 can be substantial, 

it must be taken into consideration that people are more likely to survive the dog bite than the 

hollow point bullet. 

 

2.6 Rescue dogs in Iceland 
In the year of 1995 in Iceland a serious natural disaster struck the nation twice. A large 

avalanche struck the village of Súðavík on January 16th, killing 14 people. Later in the same 

year another huge avalanche struck the village of Flateyri on October 26th killing 20 people 

(Jóhann Bjarni Kolbeinsson, 2020). In both incidents the weather conditions were extremely 

poor, and a significant number of rescue workers travelled to the West Fjords from across the 

country. What proved vital in those days was the working dog. In the days that followed the 

dogs played a huge part in the rescue missions, as they could search one hectare of land in 

around 30 minutes, whereas it would take 20 people with avalanche probes up to four hours to 

search the same area (Anderson, 2011).  

            The Air Rescue Team (Icelandic: Flugbjörgunarsveitin) in Reykjavík was the first 

rescue team to include dogs in their team. Their first dog was called Jake, a Bloodhound that 

was especially trained from the United States in track work (Björgunarsveitin mín, 2020). 

Since then, the rescue dogs have been doing extremely well in helping get people back home 

safe, or to recover the bodies of those who have perished. In general, the rescue dogs have 

proved to be invaluable in searching and saving human lives. 
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2.7 Dogs working for the police and the customs 
The working dog in Iceland has also already proved its usefulness to the police and by the 

Customs Agency. The detection dogs have been highly effective in the detection of illegal 

contrabands. In the East Fjords the detection dog Bylur identified a suspicious vehicle that 

had arrived in Iceland by way of the ferry Norröna (Kristín Dís Ingilínardóttir, 2019). The 

drugs recovered from this vehicle amounted to the largest quantity of drugs detected in a 

single incident to date. According to Inspector Steinar Gunnarsson, to be able to compare 

Iceland to the other countries around us, we need to have a dog in every single police 

department and more than one in the biggest departments (Úlla Árdal, 2019).  

            It is clear that dogs play an important part in modern society, and their use in law 

enforcement in Iceland is an area that has not been the subject of any significant research or 

investigation. As a means of addressing this gap in the literature, this current study is a small-

scale, exploratory, qualitative inquiry that examines the experiences and perceptions of law 

enforcement dog handlers and trainers in Iceland.  
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3 Methodology 
A review of the literature revealed only one research project that related to police dogs in 

Iceland. This was a B.A. thesis that was completed by Agnes Klara Ben Jónsdóttir. In 2020 

she examined the history of police and law enforcement dogs in Iceland. Whilst there is 

significant global literature regarding the use of police dogs (Jezierski, Adamkiewic & 

Walczak, 2015; Greatbatch, Gosling & Allen, 2015). It appears that only Agnes Klara Ben 

Jónsdóttir has examined the issue formally in Iceland. Due to this apparent lack of literature 

and or studies, it was decided to conduct a small-scale, qualitative, exploratory study. A 

small-scale study was chosen due to this research project forming the final part of a Bachelors 

degree in Police Science. Secondly, the number of police and customs dog handlers in Iceland 

is very small (see below). Thirdly, this study aims to understand the experiences and feelings 

of dog handlers. Thus, a qualitative approach was necessary to gather textual rather than 

numerical data.  

           Qualitative research gives the researcher an overview of the reality and they also 

acquire a comparison, which cannot be achieved with quantitative research. Many researchers 

who use qualitative research believe that this is the best way to research social systems in 

their own environment so that they cannot be misunderstood (Sigurlína Davíðsdóttir, 2013). 

Whilst a quantitative method of data collection might have been used, the need for rich, 

textual data, the thoughts, ideas and feelings of the dog handlers was required to answer the 

aim and objectives of this study (Geritssen, Haak & Prins, 2013).  

            This is the first time that this subject area has been examined in Iceland and so the aim 

of this study was to explore the issues around the use of police and law-enforcement dogs 

(Gretbatch, Gosling & Allen, 2015). This study aims to better understand the experiences of 

working dog handlers in Iceland and hopes to underline the necessity to bring more working 

dogs into the police force.  

 

. 
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3.1 Sample 
There are not many dog handlers in Iceland, in fact there are only 121. This study consisted of 

interviews with six out of the twelve, or 50%. The interviewees were dog handlers that had 

been working with single purpose K9s in Iceland. The sample size was restricted to working 

officers of the law that have police dogs already. Unfortunately, due to circumstances in the 

society and the professional roles of the dog handlers, it was impossible to interview any more 

handlers.  

 

3.2 Data collection 
There are several recognized ways of collecting qualitative data, questionnaires, focus-groups, 

observations and interviews. With the small number of dog handlers in Iceland and the aim of 

the study being to explore their thoughts and feelings, it was decided to use one-to-one 

interviews to gather the data. There are three general types or approaches to research 

interviews: structured, semi-structured and unstructured. This study used semi-structured 

interviews simply because they can increase the information the dog handlers provide. Semi-

structured interviews have a few guideline questions that might come up during the general 

conversation of the dog handlers, but might also be asked directly. The answers are not 

always similar and cannot be put in a simple box format. Semi-structured interviews give 

most of the time very detailed information. The information is gathered and the perspective is 

directed to what the interviewee feels and beliefs of the one that answers (Guðrún 

Pálmadóttir, 2013). Iceland has a small population, and for that reason the interviewer and the 

interviewees tended to be familiar to each other. That being said, it was deemed necessary to 

do this as a semi-structured interview, both in order to limit the casual conversation that 

would go on between the people in the room, and also to keep the conversation on a path, 

along with the fact that in order to come to a conclusion and commonalities in the study, it 

was necessary to ask the same or at least similar questions.  

            Six semi-structured interviews were conducted in March 2021. The interviews were 

conducted by telephone and face-to-face. All the interviews were audio recorded. The shortest 

interview lasted 18 minutes and the longest 55 minutes. In addition to that, some informal 

interviews were conducted with colleagues.  

 
1 Steinar Gunnarsson, private conversation on the 17th of Feburary 2021. 
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The recordings were secured in a password protected file on my private laptop and 

will be deleted upon the fulfilment of my B.A. degree, associated with this research. 

 

 

3.3 Ethical considerations 
All the interviewees gave their permission and approval to take part in the study verbally, but 

the interviewees also were given information sheets concerning the research with information 

on how to withdraw from the research, or in case they had any questions or concerns. Due to 

the necessity for anonymity the dog handlers were not named, and were given dummy names 

of A through to F.   

            In the next chapter of this thesis, the findings of this study will be discussed and a 

discussion on how they link to the literature described in the chapter above.  
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4 Results 
This section of the thesis will examine the data collected from the participants in this study. 

The four questions that shaped and underpinned this study are used to structure this chapter.  

. 

4.1 Dogs handlers‘ confidence and self-esteem in field 
work 

When asked about if police dogs affect the dog handlers' self-esteem, most of the dog 

handlers interviewed agreed that the police dogs give them extra confidence in their own way. 

As they all stated the dogs, are extremely valuable tools and all of the handlers knew of a case 

where the dog made the final touch where drugs would not have been found without the dogs. 

As dog handler A said:  

We, humans, can most of the time smell cannabis substance, but the stronger drugs are 

barely detectable with the human nose. Even vacuum-packed drugs leak a scent that the 

dog can find, within the dashboard of a car, or wherever, whereas the human nose could 

not find it, and our imagination might not even get to the point of where the dog's nose 

went.  

  To the question whether a police dog improves the performance of the officer and or 

the district all of the interviewees agreed that the dogs improved the performance of the 

districts because of the pressure to use the dogs. The dogs and their handlers need to train and 

the dogs never turn off their nose. So being out, and around town, the dogs can easily pick up 

a scent that leads the police onto something that might be worth looking into.  

All of this means that if the dog marks a spot or a house, the police automatically become 

more effective because of the curiosity of the police officers. A curious officer is a good 

officer. And as dog handler C put it so elegantly: "By having the dog it automatically raises 

the case load, simply because the dog will always find something". 

            Concerning the liability and/or responsibility of the handler and/or the district, the 

interlocutors all agreed on the fact that the vicarious liability of the police seems to be 

undeveloped in many aspects, almost to the level of being nonexistent. That means that if and 

when the general duty dogs will be taken into service, handlers need to be chosen that can 
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handle having a tool like this, and the responsibility that comes with it. It cannot be said 

enough how important it is to get the vicarious liability up to a working standard. Police 

officers are not in a very highly paid job and it must be stated that it is unacceptable that 

officers are stressed because they never know where they have their security, because of the 

vicarious liability. That being said, liability is a subject for a different thesis.  

 

Working conditions 

It was very interesting to see how differently the employers compensate the handlers for 

having the dog. Some people get cars to use during work and on their days off when they 

have the dog with them, with special MimSafe crates for the dogs and get compensation for 

having the dog, whereas others do not get a compensation nor a vehicle for use, not even 

during working hours. Those handlers only get the districts to pay for food and medical bills 

for the dogs. Like one handler pointed out, this needs to be standardized so that the dog 

handler position is something that people know what they get if they take the position. 

            All the handlers were asked if having the dog was a burden or a pleasure or maybe a 

little bit of both. All of the handlers agreed that yes, it definitely is a burden, since the dogs 

need to come home with their handlers and be taken on vacations etc. However, the dogs are 

such great tools that the pros way out the cons by a mile 

 

Security and the effectiveness in remote areas 

Concerning the question on whether general-purpose police dogs improve the effectiveness 

and security of police officers in remote areas, most of the dog handlers agreed that it would 

be wise to invest in general purpose (GP) dogs, but one of them pointed out that when Iceland 

starts to use GP dogs it will need to be a very well thought out process of choosing the 

handlers, because “nothing will be allowed to go wrong”, understandably. People that are 

active on social networks can absolutely jump to their feet if anything goes wrong and it is 

vital that everything goes to plan in order to build up trust and not to show it down. 

Interviewee C pointed out that it would be beneficial if the dogs were to be out and 

about in the society with the police. Everything from school visits to patrol routes can make 

society get used to seeing the dogs as a part of the police every day toolbelt. The need for the 

general purpose animals out in the countryside is not viewed by everyone as a necessity. The 

interviewees were also all in agreement that the underground world is getting harsher and 
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harder. So, it seems ever more important to get these general K9s into action quickly as a less 

lethal solution for police officers to use. 

After discussing all these aspects everyone agreed that better search and rescue tactics 

from the police officers can help in some situations. 

As one pointed out, the small districts in the countryside are often staffed by police 

officers who have not completed the Police Academy (Icelandic: Mennta- og 

Starfsþróunarsetur Lögreglu) which could raise liability issues in regard to the knowledge 

and responsibilities that come with the education and training. 

 

4.2 Dogs and officers effectiveness 
When asked if they felt that getting the dog made them more productive as a police officer 

or custom agent than before, dog handler A replied: “not necessarily more productive, but 

having the dog sure does help in a lot of cases, where people have hidden drugs and it might 

be impossible or at least improbable for humans to find said drugs, the dog will help in that 

case and therefore make you as an officer more efficient”. Dog handler B agreed on this and 

said that “[...] of course it makes an officer more productive by having the dog, since it gives 

you a push to do more”. Dog handler C took it further and said that “[...] it matters to have the 

dog and it gives you more productivity and self confidence than if you don't have the dog. The 

dog is a necessity as a tool, but always as an additional unit to other things”. In contrast, dog 

handler E could not make a comparison, since he had never worked in anything other than 

dog handling and thus knew nothing else then having the dog. Dog handler D added to this: 

“[...] that in his line of work that dog handler was in the case load increased significantly and 

that every case since has made that particular dog handler more and more effective and 

productive”. 

One Strategic Response Unit officer said that it would never hurt to have a general 

duty dog on the scene wherever the police is. It can simply increase the security of that police 

officer2. 

 

 
2 Private conversation with a co-worker on the 3rd of May 2021 
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4.3 Enhancing the police force with dogs 
When asked if they thought police dogs would make the police better and if it would be the 

right choice for the government to invest in general duty canine dogs to use especially in 

the countryside, dog handler A was the only participant that did not see the advantage to 

having general duty police dogs in the less populated areas. 

The other handlers, however, agreed that the dogs are a significant help to the police and 

would be a great help in general. As handler E put it: “It would be feasible to have more dogs 

especially out in the countryside, but it also needs to be done correctly and there needs to be a 

conversation about the way the police districts pay their dog handlers for their efforts”. 

 

4.4 Dogs make a difference 
When asked if they could remember any cases where the dog was a determining factor in a 

case, all of the dog handlers agreed that there were quite a few cases where the dog was the 

determining factor. Dog handler F pointed out, rightfully, that quite a few large drug cases 

have been discovered due to the dogs. And as handlers E and G pointed out, the borders 

would be ill-protected, and drug flow would be much higher into the country without the dogs 

on patrol. 

  All in all, the handlers agreed on most things. However, they did not agree on how the 

dog handler culture of this country should be set up. One participant said that a new special 

district needed to be founded to oversee the dog handlers and have the dog handlers under 

their jurisdiction. Others however, felt that the jurisdictions that already existed could keep on 

overseeing their own dogs and handlers, but they agreed that it needed to be standardized 

regarding how the handlers get compensated for having the animals, and basic things like 

cars, need to simply come with the dogs. It is not acceptable that some of the dog handlers 

need to use their personal vehicles without a special crate that is paid for by the dogs owner 

(which is the police), whereas other dog handlers get compensation for having the dog along 

with the use of a car paid for by the police departments, and even some also get crates for 

their personal vehicles to take the police canine with them on holidays. The dogs are not 

cheap, it costs to train them, and it costs to own them. Because of that it is only logical for the 

districts to organize cars for the teams in order to keep them safe. 
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4.5 Police dogs are indespensable part of the arsenal 
The United Nations (UN) include 193 states and were founded in 1945. UN have discussed 

human rights greatly and also the ways law enforcement should operate1. The UN states 

clearly in the ,,Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement 

Officials" that law enforcement officials should do everything in their power to lessen the gap 

between lethal and less lethal options, or as it says in paragraph number two: ,,Governments 

and law enforcement agencies should develop a range of means as broad as possible and 

equip law enforcement officials with various types of weapons and ammunition that would 

allow for a differentiated use of force and firearms." (The United Nations, 1990) 

When speaking with one of the officers in the SRU it was made clear that a learning curve 

came in the year 2020. The use of police dogs comes into play as the fourth step in the ladder 

of power that can be used by police. After the police dogs we have tear gas as the fifth step, 

and baton as the sixth step, and finally guns and ammunition as the seventh step of law 

enforcement3.  

That officer wanted to point out that in the thirty year history of the SRU, there has 

only been one incident where a weapon has been used by the SRU. As the officer said 

himself, the cases where his unit has been called to an incident where they need to have their 

weapons ready are quite a few a year. In all police training, what trainers are trying to imprint 

into the officers is that distance is your best friend, and to the police a knife can easily do just 

as much damage as a pistol. Since distance is your best friend, and according to the officer, 

this is where less lethal options come into play, such as a taser, and the general duty or for the 

SRU, single purpose K9, specialized in tracking and take downs. For example, during an 

incident inside a house, it might be feasible to send the dog in with a camera strapped to its 

harness to better understand the situation before sending police officers into harm's way. A 

well trained dog could then theoretically take a stand in front of the subject and detain it with 

a barking threat until the dog handler gives a new command. As the officer puts it: “It is my 

belief that the police would always be in a better position to use its power with police canines 

on the scene rather than not having them”4 In riot cases police canines will always prove to be 

a great assistance, and help with crowd control as well:  

In all armed cases in or out of towns and villages canines would be a great choice, at least 

I cannot see a reason why it would be a disadvantage, whether the dog would be used as a 

 
3 Private conversation with a co-worker on the 3rd of May 2021 
4 Private conversation with a co-worker on the 3rd of May 2021 
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final solution to the assignment or not. No two cases are the same, and are not dealt with 

in the same way, even though the basic use of force it is all done similarly and according 

to the guidelines5. 

  

If we look at the Icelandic police department it is obvious that the police in Iceland has not 

significantly closed the gap between lethal and less lethal options. Officers carry pepper spray 

and a baton within their duty belt and 9mm Glock pistols are available to some officers in a 

secure location within the police vehicles. It must be said that the empty gap between the 

baton, pepper spray and then a hollow point bullet is extreme. 

Hence, it needs to be stated and considered, that getting the obvious equipment to 

close this gap is needed, in accordance with the UN agreement (United Nations, 2019). This 

means that tasers and general-purpose police dogs could, and perhaps should, be considered 

as a less lethal option and a necessity. 

As stated above, times are getting tougher and if we look over to the Western world, 

especially to the United States of America, we can see the George Floyd case, Jacob Blake, 

and not to mention the countless school shooting cases where people have been needlessly 

killed by the police where less lethal options could, in some cases, have been more feasible. If 

the case of Daunte Wright is examined, it is apparent that an officer states that she took out 

the wrong weapon, as she wanted to deploy the taser but instead accidentally shot Wright with 

a gun, that resulted in his death (Samúel Karl Ólason, 2021). 

Iceland luckily does not have the option of making the same mistake, if a mistake like 

that can be made, this is for the justice system to decide. On the other hand it is not acceptable 

to put police officers in the position of not having the option of using more force than a baton 

or pepper spray. In those cases, dogs and/or tasers are sought after. 

 Violent crime seems to be on the uprise if we look at what is reported by the news 

media. Fights involving hammers have happened within small towns (Morgunblaðið, 2021), a 

man was executed in the capital (due to gang violence, but is still significant) (Nadine 

Guðrún, Hallgerður Kolbrún, Vésteinn Örn Pétursson, 2021), and countless more cases. A 

man was also beaten with a golf club in the capital by teenagers (Kolbeinn Tumi Daðason 

2014). Numerous cases could be taken into consideration, not only from what happens outside 

but also within the home with domestic violence, and as we know domestic violence 

notifications are skyrocketing now more than ever (Lögreglan, 2020).  

 
5 Private conversation with a co-worker on the 3rd of May 2021 
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5 Discussion 
The aim of this study has been to explore the actual and possible uses of law enforcement 

dogs across the whole of Iceland. The specific questions that this study will answer are:  

 

• Does a police dog affect the police dog handler’s self-esteem?   

• Can a police dog enhance the self-esteem and or self-confidence of police officers? 

• Can general-purpose police dogs improve the effectiveness and security of police 

officers in remote areas?  

• Does a police dog improve the performance of the officer and or the district. What is 

the liability and or responsibility of the handler and the police districts? 

 

The handlers interviews were extremely interesting. They agreed on a few things: Mostly 

that the demand for more dogs is high within the police. The pressure for the few dogs that 

are working in the country is high. Searching all those parcels for the custom is a lot for one 

dog, and a whole ferry can very easily be overwhelming for a single dog team. They also 

agreed that generally the dogs are a great help. The interviewees were all asked about the 

stress of their job, and if it helped them to have the dog at the end of the day. Most of them 

agreed that the dogs were a huge soul helper. As one dog handler so elegantly put it, “the self-

esteem goes up when you find what you are looking for” (Dog handler B, 2021). 

With Iceland being such a large country that has a widespread population, mostly 

around the coastline, it makes quite the distance between towns and villages. Iceland is the 

18th largest island in the world and in Europe only the island of Great Britain is bigger. 

Iceland is quite unique for the fact that 80% of the country is not inhabited, and is considered 

a desert. Just the glaciers cover 12.000 square kilometers of land mass. All of this means that 

the police districts are wide, and it is quite the distance between manned stations (Lögreglan, 

2020). 

Iceland has nine police districts with 10 Chiefs of Police (Lögreglan, 2020). In all of 

those nine districts there are only five detection dogs on police duty. Three dogs are on duty 

for the Custom Department. The busiest police district by far is the capital area of Reykjavík. 
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Almost two thirds of the population of Iceland live in the greater capital area and, if we add 

the Reykjanes peninsula into this, two thirds of the entire population live in the combined 

area. With all that taken into account we must assume that the tool belt of the police officers 

in the greater capital area must include at least a single purpose K9. However, the answer is 

no: There are no K9s in the capital area that are under the direct control of the police, as they 

have to be brought in as special help from the Customs Department. 

  As discussed above, in a country as widespread as Iceland, the police districts are far 

apart. For example if we look at north Iceland we can see that we have a police station in 

Akureyri, Húsavík and Þórshöfn. Húsavík and Akureyri are substantial with quite a few 

officers. However, the station in Þórshöfn on most days only has one officer on duty. The 

nearest help for Þórshöfn is in Húsavík, which is 158 km away, or just shy of two hours in a 

car during the absolute best of conditions. During difficult winter weather, the time between 

these places can easily multiply and these villages often become inaccessible. If we take even 

more accessible places into account like Sauðárkrókur, the winter of 2019-2020 made history 

as adding up all the closures of the mountain roads for the past nine years, gives as many 

closed days as that in a year. Electricity was cut off in some big farms, and it was completely 

impassable between towns and farms, and in addition there was the worry of not knowing 

whether your neighbors were okay or not. 

Small stations do have the problem of only having one person on duty at a time, that is 

completely understandable since there is little to no reported crime in some of the areas, and 

the police are mostly dealing with local matters, and the occasional accidents. Even if we look 

at places such as Sauðárkrókur where one might have to deal with a problem in Fljót, 

meaning that the next available help will be coming from Siglufjörður or even Blönduós, the 

roads might be impassable due to an avalanche risk and/or weather conditions. That being 

said, it needs to be considered that Blönduós might not even be able to assist since they would 

need to cross a mountain path to get to your aid. Luckily things in the countryside of Iceland 

are usually a little simpler than in the capital. People are more reliant on each other and do not 

need the police for most things, that might be one of the reasons why domestic disputes are so 

low in the countryside. However, that does not mean that there are no disputes on the farms 

around the countryside, it just means that they are not being reported. 

  Walking into any situation should be a fair situation. As we all know, officers in small 

communities are quite good with the social skill set and reported accidents of officers in the 

countryside is little or unheard of. That being said, it does happen occasionally that there is a 
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struggle between people, and in these domestic situations for example, we could utilize the 

dog. We also need to look at the loneliness of the officers that work such long hours alone in 

the vehicle and perhaps at the station as well. Police officers seem to have a tendency to suffer 

from depression due to the high stress of the job, and tend to have more mental health 

problems than other professions. When an insurance sales agent has a difficult day at work, or 

a violinist at the symphony has issues at work, they can go home and talk to their partners, 

whereas police officers have the support of their workmates during difficult situations, and 

cannot, by law, go and discuss the matter with their significant others. According to a 

Norwegian research there are three determining factors that are emotional exhaustion, 

cynicism, and low professional efficacy (Burke, Mikkelsen, 2006). The low professional 

efficacy is something we need to take into account in the vast countryside of Iceland. In small 

places where drugs are a problem, but do not come onto the table of the police, officers are 

constantly dealing with the same people, and perhaps not even fining them for anything 

because of course they need to keep the peace with the neighbours. It can definitely be 

beneficial to have a K9 on duty in this situation, to increase the efficiency of the police. If we 

look over to the Eastfjords we can see that the K9 detection dog Bylur, along with his handler 

Snjólaug, have increased the caseload of the police in the Eastfjords significantly. 

By introducing more dogs to the police duty belt, we increase the effectiveness of the 

police officers and therefore increase the likelihood of the police officers not becoming 

exhausted on the job. It must be considered that for the police it must be cheaper to keep 

people on the force for a longer time, than shorter due to burnouts. 

 Burnouts and lack of will-power makes it much harder for the police officers to keep 

up their physical fitness. Being a part of the police community, you will have to follow the 

police code of ethics and the law of the police. It should be stated that the officers should be 

in good physical shape, being healthy and physically fit makes it that much better for one’s 

mental health, and the dog can help there. By implementing the rule that dog handlers would 

need to walk their dogs themselves and exercise alongside them, we make the probability of 

good physical and mental health greater. 

  The teams of dogs and officers need an extra set of hands once in a while, and yes that is 

meant extremely literally as general duty dogs that need to bite on occasion need to train. That means 

that once in a while someone needs to become a decoy during training exercises. However, that 

obviously does not mean that we publicise that the dogs need to bite that much on the job. Most of 

the dogs would need to be good in searching and tracking. 
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As stated above the only Bloodhound is on duty with a rescue team in the capital area. That 

means that if you work, perhaps in Sauðárkrókur, the time it takes the handler and dog to drive to 

Sauðárkrókur from the capital during the best weather conditions is three and a half hours. Three and 

a half hours could be a long time if a child is lost. 

 All over the country, and the world, we have tales and reports of people with Alzheimer's 

disease sometimes getting out and disappearing. As a society we care about our loved ones, and thus 

we like to get them home, safe and as soon as possible. In order to do this, we need scent tracking 

dogs to provide assistance. Recently the country has seen a strange spike in cases relating to 

explosives. The country has seen bomb threats, for example in schools, and quite recently a bomb 

was set off in a tunnel in the North (Ágúst Ólafsson, 2021). Explosive detection dogs are considered 

the most cost effective and most effective bomb finders there is. 

 However, with respect to finding lost people, scent detection dogs have incredible qualities: 

“Dogs are able to identify an individual's scent even when it is mixed with the scent of another person 

or with other strong-smelling substances” (Kalmus, 1955). “Police in some countries use dogs to 

identify criminals by matching the scent of a perpetrator at a crime scene to the scent of a suspect" 

(Browne & Stafford, 2006). 

 The same thing can be said about Covid-19 detection dogs. Dogs that are trained to 

identify the virus and show their mark on the people (or samples) that are positive for Covid-

19. Finland was the first country to introduce Covid detection dogs and Iceland imported one. 

The Icelandic detection dog however will be used for drug detection instead of using it for 

what it was intended to. The simple reason for that is Iceland’s success in Covid cases, and 

there are simply too few cases to fully train the dog and keep up the quality of the searches. 

The dogs have over 90 percent success rates while detecting covid cases. In conclusion we 

need to be reasonable and understand that the use of dogs is the way forward when it comes to 

policing. Just detecting the simplest cases of drug detection, or finding the child that ran out, 

must be considered vital for society. All talk about legalizing drugs is a different subject, but 

while it is illegal, it should be considered important to find drugs and get them off the street. 

The dogs therefore both provide backup for the police officers and confidence while 

searching for whatever it is that should be searched for in the areas where the dogs are 

operating. 

We must be prepared to think that it is a simple human rights issue: As stated before it must 

be unethical to think that it is okay to put a police officer in the situation where they might 

face a dangerous person, possibly armed, while the police officer can only use what is in their 
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toolbelt. Pepper spray, handcuffs and a batton, which simply does not always cut it, especially 

when someone wants to cut you. 

  If Covid-19 has taught us anything, it is that our loved ones and our freedom to go and 

enjoy time with our loved ones is precious. This comes back to everything mentioned in the 

last eight thousand words of this research, that put simply, is the fact that we need dogs in the 

police in order to be able to enjoy the time we do have with the people we love. It simply is 

not good enough if our child runs away to be able to start the thorough search in a few hours 

when the detection dog gets there, we need to start it sooner in order to minimize the 

likelihood of losing a life. All lives matter, young and old, and that is something we need to 

adhere to and honour. 

 At the end of the day, we need security in our lives, and we need to feel safe. Fear of 

crime has increased significantly, and people in society are more aware of the dangers of 

organized crimes, especially after the execution in Rauðagerði (Birgir & Nadine 2021). 

  But, in Iceland at least, the public still seems to put their trust in the police. In fact 

according to Gallup, that took in all the numbers and did the mathematics, the police is the 

fifth on the list for the trust of institutions,  right behind the University of Iceland, the 

healthcare system, the President of Iceland, and the coast guard. That is not surprising when 

we think about how deeply people appreciate rescue work and rescue workers.  Nevertheless, 

seventy two percent of the population appears to trust the police (Gallup, 2021).   

 All of this, along with a few mistakes that have recently come up, such as the tragic 

death of a young woman (Nadine Guðrún Yaghi, 2020), and a few incidents during arrests, 

makes up for the loss of trust in the police.   

 However, if the police were to be open minded, took in a few dogs, and showed the 

people of Iceland that they were working to make the country a little safer by utilizing dogs 

and other measures, it just might increase the trust in the police. 

 This needs to happen correctly and the dogs need to be shown to everyone, as a part of 

the toolbelt: They need to go to schools, meet the children, go to kindergartens and simply 

put, show off. 

 

As stated before, trust is earned, and in one of our interviews we had a police officer tell us 

about how the security of this officer was compromised after having significantly increased 

the caseload of that officer's districts. This is something that needs to be taken into account, 

that not everyone the police deal with is happy to see the police officers. The police officers 
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are not the ‘friendly guys that give them a pat on the shoulder’, but the ‘bad guys that come 

and take their stacks away and ruin their day’. 

 Therefore, it is particularly important to pay the police officers accordingly, due to the 

fact that these dogs will never be able to just go out into the yard to live a normal domestic 

life. The risk of the dog being poisoned and or killed during its free time is there, and must be 

thought about at all times. These dogs will also not be able to go to your aunt and uncle's 

house for a visit while the officers go abroad to travel and that increases the problems and 

stress on the officers since these dogs are working animals that are extremely valuable, and 

need to be looked after by someone that is trustworthy and more appropriate to the keeping of 

police dogs. 

 As stated above, nothing will be allowed to go wrong because, once again, trust is 

earned and not just given. That means that we cannot lose trust by having something go 

wrong, the dog biting the wrong person or being killed so that it cannot return to the line of 

duty alongside its handler. 

   The handlers' interviews were extremely interesting. All agreed on a few things. 

Mostly that the demand for more dogs is high within the police. The pressure for the few dogs 

that are working in the country is high. Searching all those parcels for the custom is a lot for 

one dog and a whole ferry can very easily be overwhelming for a team. They also agreed that 

generally the dogs are a big help. The interviewees were all asked about the stress of their job 

and if it helped them to have the dog at the end of the day. Most of them agreed that the dogs 

were a huge soul helper.  
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6 Conclusion 
To sum up, it is imprudent to think that we are in control of everything on the relatively small 

island that Iceland is; that we can simply ignore the violence that has taken place in the 

country over the last few months and years. Police officers are more often than not put in a 

critical situation where they need to use force, or need to wait for a significant time for 

backup. In these cases the police dogs can be of great benefit to the officers on duty, but it is 

also a question of time and funding.  

Budget cuts of full force have kicked in, and the struggle of getting well-educated 

police officers to work in the smaller districts in the countryside can be difficult. One can 

wonder if salary and/or having to move across the country, away from family and friends, 

plays a big role in those matters. Those that do choose to work in the rural areas will need 

help, in regards to getting backup, which can be provided by K9 assistance. As we have 

already discussed in this thesis, we can see that in only one dog you can have the talents and 

skills of quite a few police officers. Which can be extremely supportive while being the only 

one on duty, and at the same time, also being somewhat of a social support and a friend.  

  One statement, that was mentioned in the interviews conducted, was that failure and 

mistakes are not an option if, and when, general purpose police dogs are taken into action, in 

order not to lose the trust of the society, because there will always be people who are afraid of 

dogs in general and there will also be people that are sceptical towards the police. Further 

research in that particular area is necessary, and it would be feasible to do, as a long-term 

investigation.  

 For instance, the abduction and murder of Birna Brjánsdóttir in the year 2017 is a 

brilliant example of how the use of Bloodhounds can help in an investigation. Birna walked 

towards her home up Laugavegur and was seen on CCTV cameras walking up to Laugavegur 

31 where she disappeared without a trace. The investigation took a famous turn with the 

implementation of Search And Rescue teams that performed the most spread-out, far-reaching 

search ever to be conducted in Iceland. There was one Bloodhound operational in Iceland at 

that time. Bloodhounds are extremely efficient and can trail people with little to no error rate 

(Rothwell, 2010). The Bloodhound was able to help the police to trace the trail of Birna and 
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point out where the trail vanished. All of this leads us to think about dogs being part of the 

Police. Children often run away and when it comes to children it is a matter of life and death. 

Therefore, it is extremely important to rush the search for the child as much as possible 

(Brenner, 2003). Even though Birna was not a child, she was a missing person.  

 Due to stereotypes the world seems to look at a few things in life quite stereotypically 

and the working dog is no exception. The forever brilliant and beautiful Border Collie will 

probably always be seen as the best sheep herding dog to use and the Bloodhound as the best 

tracking dog. 

 According to multiple breeders, there are over 400 dog breeds in the world today. One 

can wonder if a pure-breed dog would be the only suitable K9, or if half- or mixed-breeds can 

be used as well; because as stated above, people tend to associate specific breeds to specific 

tasks. One must keep in mind that there is no way of proving or refuting if mixed-breeds are 

fit for K9 tasks. But it must be said that we have concluded that the thing missing in the police 

officers toolbelt is the General Purpose police dogs, whether or not if it is a specific breed. 

We have also concluded that it will be extremely difficult to get those dogs into service, due 

to funding and other factors, but most of all we have concluded that the Icelandic police is, as 

we have all known for decades, in desperate need of more funding and better equipment to 

deal with the things that seem to be boiling up in the mits of the underworld. That being said, 

it must be considered that crime rates are increasing in the country and the violence is getting 

worse. It might be viable to open up the conversation about tasers and less lethal weapons, but 

at the same time it is a viable option to use dogs for that and if funding is an issue for the 

police departments, then the dogs must be thought of as a viable option as less lethal use of 

force, especially since one dog utilizes the skills and powers of a few police officers. By using 

the dogs, the police districts will save money on staff and can utilize the costs of the 

department. 

 Having done all these interviews, talked to colleagues and researched the possibilities 

of having the general purpose K9s I remembered that Mark Twain once said, "The more I 

learn about people, the more I like my dog". So, at last, I suddenly realized that I agree with 

Mark Twain.  
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